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One of the requirements in machine vision applications is that the light source and the environment are selected
correctly. If the analyzed object is not properly illuminated, it is inadequate for obtaining the desired result using
the captured images. A correct lighting luminaire allows to distinguish the examined object from the environment
it interacts with and ensures that its attributes are obtained correctly. In this study an intelligent dynamic lighting
system for illumination of a closed area has been developed. The tested luminaire has three arms. Accelerometer
readings are used for positioning and orientation. Using the developed system, the positions of the armature can be
estimated by bipolar sigmoid technique, according to the point the user wants to illuminate. The system measures
the light level with 72 LDR, calibrated with a luxmetre.
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1. Introduction

Lighting, as defined by CIE, is the application of light
to see the environment and objects properly [1]. The first
step to get an image of an objects in better quality, is to
use a good lighting system [2]. A good lighting system
provides enhanced resolving power in optical systems and
better results from the output data [3]. A controlled sys-
tem enables one to distinguish objects from their envi-
ronment, and to emphasize the properties of the surfaces
of interest [4].

The purpose of the lighting is to use the armature in
order to respond to the requests. Variety of properties of
a variety of places narrow the choice of the lamps and the
armatures. Thus, in accordance with varying conditions
and special circumstances, the change of lighting level in
different spots is required [5].

In this study, the changes of light levels in the area

of the light pool, which are requested to be illuminated,
were followed by a dynamic armature, controlled by a
trained artificial neural network. Illumination inside the
light pool was measured using light sensors, calibrated
with a luxmeter. Data from the sensors was collected by
the software with the aid of serial port electronic data
acquisition card. The accuracy tables of the system have
been calculated using image processing techniques.

2. Stable light level detection in the light pool

Quality of lighting determines quantitatively the de-
gree of lighting sufficiency [6]. Having a sufficiently
lighted environment is required for a good implementa-
tion of image processing in the working area. Controlled
lighting conditions, which are constant, as much as pos-
sible, provide an increase in imaging performance [7].
Lighting design is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Lighting design.
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Light sensors are used to measure quantity of incom-
ing light. These sensors determine the necessity of in-
creasing or decreasing the light outputs of LED arma-
ture lights [8]. The quantity of light falling on the unit of
surface has been calculated with LDR (light dependent
resistors) placed under the light pool. In order to mea-
sure the light falling on the area, LDRs have been placed
on the 70× 140 cm2 platform, as seen in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. View of the platform inside the light pool.

The level of the light, falling on the platform, is pro-
vided by a control circuit shown in Fig. 3. This circuit
consists of BC547 transistors, integrated microcontrollers
and necessary supporting elements used for measurement
and serial communication.

The starting point lighting fixture has three units in
each arm (Fig. 4). These points are marked with 60◦ an-
gle and the angle values are taken into account during
the measurement.

For the calculation of the arm angles, an artificial neu-
ral network is used with 72 inputs (LDR data) and 9 out-
puts. Bipolar sigmoid activation functions of nerve cells
and back propagation neural network learning algorithm
were used for training. The accuracy of lighting in the
desired area was determined by taking a photo of the
platform and then by converting it to gray-scale using
image processing techniques.

3. Conclusions

Because it is not possible to achieve a good lighting by
placing the lighting fixtures randomly, the analysis and
advanced calculation methods are needed. As a result
of the comparison of the developed system’s output with
the manual measurements, a 99.1% accuracy rate was
achieved. Depending on the shooting angle of the cam-
era, differences may occur between the location which is

Fig. 3. Control circuit and platform.

Fig. 4. Lighting fixtures and arms.

intended to be illuminated and the area from which the
camera captures the light. By taking this into account,
the precision of comparison was found to be 99%.
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